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Second to No One 2013-11 gemma s first year of high school isn t starting out the way she
hoped jess is back from california and before she can memorize her class schedule their
summer romance comes to a screeching halt to add to her misery the gorgeous new girl in
school also has eyes for jess and despite gemma s unfailing attempts to win him back she
keeps finding herself alone but when a late night car crash lands her a three month
grounding and twenty hours of community service she discovers that there s more to life
than just romance and boyfriends
A Book of Miracles 2014-10-15 heartwarming and heart opening stories gathered from
decades of medical practice bernie siegel first wrote about miracles when he was a practicing
surgeon and founded exceptional cancer patients a groundbreaking synthesis of group
individual dream and art therapy that provided patients with a carefrontation compiled
during his more than thirty years of practice speaking and teaching the stories in these pages
are riveting warm and belief expanding their subjects include a girl whose baby brother
helped her overcome anorexia a woman whose cancer helped her heal by teaching her to
stand up for herself and a family that was saved from a burning house by bats without
diminishing the reality of pain and hardship the stories show real people turning crisis into
blessing by responding to adversity in ways that empower and heal they demonstrate what
we are capable of and show us that we can achieve miracles as we confront life s difficulties
Bonded 2015-09-01 the new york times bestselling author of brash returns to the triple c
ranch in river black texas for more cowboys romance and danger ranch hand blue perez s
once simple life is spinning out of control he s discovered he has three half brothers and they
re not ready to accept his claim on the ranch also blue s girlfriend may have betrayed him in
the worst way possible and after one evening of drowning his sorrows at the bar there s
someone he can t get out of his mind a woman who says she s carrying his child following a
night of breathtaking passion in the arms of a man who now rules her dreams waitress emily
shiver is contemplating her next step blue is determined to be a part of her life yet she would
rather raise the baby on her own but when she becomes the target of someone s dark
obsession emily must let blue in to both her heart and her future
Second Kiss 2010 even my most humiliating moments seemed funny somehow when i told
them to jess gemma mitchell is a normal girl who somehow gets herself into abnormally
embarrassing circumstances and while she thinks she s the biggest loser in school because of
them there are a few people in her life who would disagree one of those people is her best
friend jess tyler who is opposite to her in every way he s popular good looking athletic and
intelligent and he can t get enough of gemma but while gemma is dealing with problems like
wrong locker combinations and valentine s day dances jess is living in a world of serious
issues that are foreign to gemma until she realizes that he s holding on to her for dear life
humorous and true to life second kiss is an entertaining saga about a boy and girl who find
that their lives have a lot more meaning once they have shared them with each other
Encyclopedia of Unaired Television Pilots, 1945-2018 2018-10-12 covering the years
1945 2018 this alphabetical listing provides details about 2 923 unaired television series
pilots including those that never went into production and those that became series but with
a different cast such as the green hornet the middle and superman rarities include proposed
shows starring bela lugosi doris day humphrey bogart barbara stanwyck orson welles
claudette colbert and mae west along with such casting curiosities as mona freeman not gale
storm as margie in my little margie and john larkin as perry mason long before raymond burr
played the role
Nurse in a Million 2016-10-01 the perfect nurse dr michael rafferty will do anything to



convince nurse natalie palmer to bring her nursing talents back to the worlds together team
the longer he spends persuading her to return to their medical ranks the more he wonders
why he ever let this woman go from his life the perfect partner to the self made surgeon
natalie s wealthy background makes him feel they are worlds apart their happiness depends
on whether rafferty can look beyond their backgrounds and realize that she s not just a nurse
in a million but his woman in a million
Women Writing Greece 2008 women writing greece explores images of modern greece by
women who experienced the country as travellers writers and scholars or who journeyed
there through the imagination the essays assembled here consider women s travel narratives
memoirs and novels ranging from the eighteenth to the late twentieth century focusing on
the role of gender in travel and cross cultural mediation and challenging stereotypical views
of the greek journey traditionally seen as an antiquarian or byronic pursuit this collection
aims to cast new light on women s participation in the discourses of hellenism and
orientalism examining their ideological rendering of greece as at once a luminous land and a
site crossed by contradictory cultural memories arranged chronologically the essays discuss
encounters with greece by among others lady elizabeth craven lady hester stanhope lady
montagu lady morgan mary shelley felicia skene emily pfeiffer eva palmer jane ellen harrison
virginia woolf ethel smyth christa wolf penelope storace and gillian bouras and analyse them
through a variety of critical historical contextual and theoretical frames
Raking the Sands 2022-01-01 a highly intelligent mature family man is blackmailed by a
petty crook seeking access to secret information in the department a government institute
for combatting international crime but he deflects attention onto a younger colleague a
famous film actress attempts to combat the blackmailer s remorseless persecution of his
sister whom he has recruited in order to distract the younger man from his involvement in
drug and counterfeit shipments romance intrudes but the head of the department puts
business before devotion thereby leading to personal disaster
Heaven 2013-07-16 elijah gerling has planned out his life since he can remember but one
night one click of a button can change everything on a night like no other elijah finds himself
witnessing a close friend s death with his life spiraling downward elijah begins to make the
wrong decisions and follows the wrong path finding himself between two choices life or death
and faith or love elijah needs to make a choice and his time is almost up
National Mathematics and Science Partnerships Act 2001 learn how to persuade cats the
world s most skeptical and cautious negotiators with this primer on rhetoric and argument
from the new york times bestselling author of thank you for arguing cats are skilled
manipulators who can talk you into just about anything without a single word or maybe a
meow or two they can get you to drop whatever you re doing and play with them they can
make you serve their dinner way ahead of schedule they can get you to sit down in an instant
to provide a lap on the other hand try getting a cat to do what you want while it s hard
persuading a cat is possible and after that persuading humans becomes a breeze and that is
what you will learn in this book how to argue with a cat will teach you how to hold an
intelligent conversation one of the few things easier to do with a cat than a human argue
logically even if your opponent is furry and irrational hack up a fallacy the hairball of logic
make your body do the talking cats are very good at this master decorum the art of fitting in
with cats venture capitalists or humans learn the wisdom of predator timing to pounce at the
right moment get someone to do something or stop doing it earn any creature s respect and
loyalty
United States Congressional Serial Set, Serial No. 14725, House Reports Nos.



131-152 2001 theodora is an artist with bright blue eyes and long chaotic hair which is
supposed to be brown but gets attacked with colour as frequently as the canvasses she
produces jonas is half swedish tall with a halo of golden hair and jade green eyes and has
channelled his mix of practicality and creativity into his own woodworking business they are
meant for each other if only they knew each other their paths are tantalisingly close at times
but it will take something dramatic in both their lives to lead them in the right direction
Computer Security Lapses 2018-06-19 a seventy year old northwestern journalism
professor loren ghiglione and two twenty something northwestern journalism students alyssa
karas and dan tham climbed into a minivan and embarked on a three month twenty eight
state 14 063 mile road trip in search of america s identity after interviewing 150 americans
about contemporary identity issues they wrote this book which is part oral history part shoe
leather reporting part search for america s future part memoir and part travel journal on their
journey they retraced mark twain s travels across america from hannibal missouri to chicago
new york boston philadelphia washington dc new orleans salt lake city san francisco and
seattle they hoped twain s insights into the late nineteenth century soul of america would
help them understand the america of today and the ways that our cultural fabric has shifted
their interviews focused on issues of race religion gender sexual orientation and immigration
status the timely trip occurred as the united states was poised to replace president barack
obama an icon of multiculturalism and inclusion with donald trump whose white identity
agenda promoted exclusion and division what they learned along the way paints an engaging
portrait of the country during this crucial moment of ideological and political upheaval
How to Argue with a Cat 2012-03-15 the greatest danger is the one you don t see coming she
created a nuclear weapon of unparalleled power he must shield her from a relentless
adversary as embers ignite their passion may lead to an explosive meltdown campbell
creighton a former mi 6 operative thrives in dangerous ops when his childhood friend
vanishes without a trace he s thrust into a perilous quest to rescue her but when he discovers
her ties to a clandestine ai nuclear arsenal that her enemies will kill for he ll risk everything to
keep her safe while burying his feelings for her dr quinn donovan a resolute nuclear physicist
stands unyielding in the face of adversity when her classified lab becomes a battleground she
embarks on a treacherous journey to locate her brother and salvage their revolutionary
program but her plans take an expected turn when her valiant rescuer saves her life
reigniting dormant passions she thought were extinguished long ago as campbell unravels
the web of deceit enshrouding their enemies his emotions for quinn surge through him
despite quinn s deep seated trust issues scarred by betrayal in her previous marriage she
finds an irresistible pull toward campbell in a world of high stakes political intrigue and lethal
espionage can they untangle the program s secrets while outsmarting the enemy and
navigate the uncertain terrain of their newfound love risk is a captivating and heart pounding
addition to the deep 8 series if you love adrenaline fueled action thrilling romance and
characters you can root for then kenzie macallan s story promises an electrifying journey of
survival and passion this book can be read as a standalone topics kidnapping fiction romantic
suspense action adventure romance mystery thriller womens fiction military romance friends
to lovers second chance romance afghanistan navy seal reporter conspiracy first in series
hacker dark web kidnapping fiction romantic suspense romance action adventure action
adventure thriller contemporary romance contemporary romance military romance series
romantic suspense series mystery bbw romance funny romance modern romance urban
romance international romance wealthy city romance smart romance mystery lighthearted
romance hot romance kenzie macallan kenzie macallan romance proposal proposal romance



engagement engagement romance sexy heartwarming heart warming family love love books
kissing books emotional journey contemporary contemporary romance romance series long
series long romance series army army series former military sassy strong heroine captivating
romance hot hot romance forbidden love sparks loyalty swoon contemporary rescue kidnap
handicap justice officer enlisted daughter shelter claiming defending securing protect
government contractor secret damsel in distress navy california navy base bully drama action
and adventure action romance navy romance veteran disabled veteran forgiveness former
soldier soldier romantic rescue hea seasoned romance silver fox older characters healing
friendship truths edges masks wild deep 8 deception desire deception and desire series
political thriller enemies to lovers spies espionage
Taking the Lead 2020-10-25 the first major english language study of a legendary dancer
Genus Americanus 2023-09-25 more than 100 000 american women undergo mastectomy
and breast reconstruction every year because of breast cancer thousands more are having
double mastectomies to prevent it so much has been written about breast cancer and so
much overlooks the reality of reconstruction when a woman has a mastectomy and opts for
this process it is difficult painful and traumatizing at times most women do not emerge with a
new set of breasts and nipples in a single operation breast reconstruction usually takes
months and can take years to finish some women never do living without nipples or with
imperfect results others opt not to have reconstruction at all still others struggle with one of
the biggest women s health questions today lumpectomy and radiation or mastectomy breast
cancer surgery and reconstruction offers a glimpse into the big picture of the various stages
and types of breast reconstruction using stories and photos of real women it offers a true
picture of what breast reconstruction entails and offers hope to those facing it this is a book
to help women with a variety of issues surrounding their choices with powerful insights from
women who have been there
Risk 2007-09-04 these volumes are endlessly absorbing as an excursion into cultural history
and national memory arthur schlesinger jr
Traces of Light 2016-06-02 the new york times bestselling author of the cavanaugh
brothers novels returns to the cavanaugh s texas triple c ranch as the brothers confront the
painful memories of their childhood and the truth about their sister s murder no matter how
many fights ufc champion cole cavanaugh wins he can t rid himself of the guilt of not having
saved his twin sister s life now not only is he facing his arch enemy in the ring he s fighting to
uncover the truth about cass s death but will winning both fights truly give him the
retribution and absolution he seeks or does he need the healing power of love to finally move
on with his life the mystery surrounding cass s murder also haunts veterinarian grace hunter
many believe that her father might hold the key to the truth unfortunately the ex sheriff s
deteriorating mental state makes it impossible to separate fact from fiction as cole persuades
grace to help him unlock the elusive clues her defenses weaken she finds the stetson
wearing fighter irresistible but while the truth could free cole s heart it could very well end up
shattering hers
Breast Cancer Surgery and Reconstruction 2003 i felt recognised on every page learnt
so many new things and laughed so hard i choked on my water read this naoise dolan author
of exciting times candid witty a brave book that puts vulnerability fully on show independent
obsessive was still is my natural state and i never wondered why i didn t mind didn t know
that other people could feel at peace i always felt like a raw nerve but then i thought that
everyone did writer and journalist marianne eloise was born obsessive what that means
changes day to day depending on what her brain latches onto fixations with certain topics



intrusive violent thoughts looping phrases some obsessions have lasted a lifetime while
others will be intense but only last a week or two obsessive intrusive magical thinking is a
culmination of a life spend obsessing offering a glimpse into marianne s brain but also an
insight into the lives of others like her from death to medusa to disneyland to fire to la to her
dog the essays explore the intersection of neurodivergence fixation and disorder telling the
story of one life underpinned and ultimately made whole by obsession
Who's Who in Black Indianapolis 1997 a valuable and intriguing study of the lives and
works of literary women who shaped expatriate paris npr focusing on some two dozen
american english and french women whose talent shaped the paris expatriate experience in
the early twentieth century from anais nin to alice b toklas and beyond this book shines new
light on how gender was experienced and expressed during an important moment in modern
literary history shari benstock weaves together with great skill the histories of an
extraordinary group of talented women publishers like sylvia beach caresse crosby margaret
anderson and jane heap novelists jean rhys gertrude stein and edith wharton she examines in
some depth the writing produced by poets journalists and novelists thus combining literary
criticism and social history in a seamless running narrative npr through their writings
including unpublished and newly available documentary sources of the period djuna barnes
nancy cunard jean rhys gertrude stein edith wharton and others are revealed as significant in
the development of modernism imagism and other avant garde movements in which they
were overshadowed or ignored by their male counterparts benstock tracks the sexually
liberated lifestyles and the creative originality of these women with a wealth of
documentation publishers weekly an inspiration setting a standard for literary history and
feminist criticism that will be difficult to surpass american literature
Within Our Gates 2015-03-03 when the eighteenth century choreographer jean georges
noverre sought to develop what is now known as modern ballet he turned to ancient
pantomime as his source of inspiration and when isadora duncan and her contemporaries
looked for alternatives to the strictures of classical ballet they looked to ancient greek vases
for models for what they termed natural movement this is the first book to examine
systematically the long history of the impact of ideas about ancient greek and roman dance
on modern theatrical and choreographic practices with contributions from eminent classical
scholars dance historians theatre specialists modern literary critics and art historians as well
as from contemporary practitioners it offers a very wide conspectus on an under explored but
central aspect of classical reception dance and theatre history and the history of ideas
Brash 2002 test films pilots trial series limited runs summer tryouts by whatever name
televison networks have produced thousands of experimental shows that never made it into
the regular line up some were actually shown but failed to gain an audience many others
never even made it on the air this work includes over 3 000 experimental television programs
both aired and unaired that almost became a series each entry includes the name of the
show length network air date if appropriate a fact filled plot synopsis cast guest stars
producer director writer and music coordinator information for this work was gathered
primarily by watching the shows reading years worth of press releases and using sources
such as tv guide and variety to augment the primary research
Preparing the 21st Century Workforce 2022-04-07 winner of the selma jeanne cohen
prize in dance aesthetics 2014 for twenty five years ann cooper albright has been exploring
the intersection of cultural representation and somatic identity in dance for albright dancing
is a physical inquiry a way of experiencing and participating in the world and her writing
reflects an interdisciplinary approach to seeing and thinking about dance in her engagement



as both a dancer and a scholar albright draws on her kinesthetic sensibilities as well as her
intellectual knowledge to articulate how movement creates meaning throughout engaging
bodies movement and ideas lean on one another to produce a critical theory anchored in the
material reality of dancing bodies this blend of cultural theory and personal circumstance will
be useful and inspiring for emerging scholars and dancers looking for a model of writing
about dance that thrives on the interconnectedness of watching and doing gesture and
thought
Obsessive, Intrusive, Magical Thinking 1909 a journal of mormon thought
Library of Southern Literature 2010-06-28 important american periodical dating back to 1850
Women of the Left Bank 1909
Library of Southern Literature: Selected works, with biographical sketches 1905
Home and Abroad 1945
Story Parade 2012-07-05
The Ancient Dancer in the Modern World 1997
Experimental Television, Test Films, Pilots, and Trial Series, 1925 Through 1995 1949
The Corset and Underwear Review 1906
Some Successful Marriages 2013-11-20
Engaging Bodies 1991
New Zealand Slavonic Journal 1939
Corsets and Brassieres 1906
Harper's Monthly Magazine 1990
Dialogue 1906
Harper's New Monthly Magazine 1994
The College Board Guide to High Schools 1972
University Economics
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